INTRODUCTION
Composites are the made up of two or several materials with same or different physical or chemical properties. It produces a material with different properties which is different from individual material.
The composites are the stronger, lighter and less cost. These are having high applications as compared with tradional material with properties
Classification of Composites
The Classification is based on geometry of reinforcement and type of matrix. Geometry based reinforcement composites are particular, flake, fiber composites. 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FEM will give the approximate solution for the given problem . It is suitable for boundary value problems .
These problems consists of partial differential equations (PDE),and boundary conditions. By using FEM we can convert the elliptical differential equation into algebraic equations. To solve the problem in fem it subdivides a large problem into smaller problems. these problems are known as finite elements. The problem can solve in three steps as pre-processor, post processor, solution.
The various types of Fem methods are aem, gfem,mfem,xfem,sem.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Determine the best orientation among 45 degrees (or) 90 degrees in Graphite/Epoxy symmetry laminate of 8 layers. By taking laminate as a cantilever beam condition under load of 8000N applying at free end of cantilever beam.
Through the structural analysis in ANSYS 16.0 In this we are discussing voin mises stresses in different ply orientation angles In the ply orientation the symmetric layers are considered in both orientation. Hence 45 degrees oriented laminate has more strength than 90 degrees laminated graphite epoxy composite
CONCLUSIONS
The Structural analysis on a composite laminate with different orientation has done by considering the technical data and all the conditions by using ANSYS for the study of various parameters like DOF, stress on x, y and vonmises stress. All these simulations are done by application of finite element analysis by allowing us to perform every kind of simulation in ANSYS software where we obtain the results by simulating in computational way, where as in earlier days we used to do the same simulations theoretically and experimentally for testing a particular model by investing a lot of time and money for obtaining its safe working conditions by performing crash tests after manufacturing the design model, but where as in this case we can easily check out by simulating it on ANSYS software by varying all the design parameters which allow us to change or improve any design where ever its prone to fail or damage on the computer itself before it comes out as a testing model saving the whole time and capital for manufacturing it. The usage of this module for the modeling and analysis of any type of test cases can be done in almost negligible time for any kind of design improvements.
The values obtained by this software are also compared with the theoretical values at the corresponding locations.
From this it can be concluded that for all simulations having any type of analysis systems can be depend on this software ANSYS which obtain results by using finite element method
